
In this power point I'm going to be talking about 
countries traditional foods and how they are 

transported.

Traditional cuisines.



Firstly, what are traditional foods?
� Well basically traditional foods are the original base foods 

from that country, traditional foods are sometimes the food 
that country is known for. E.g. India is known for curry.

� Some traditional foods/dishes are very important to that 
country as they usually have some history with that dish. 



Chinas traditional foods.
� Some traditional Chinese dishes are the following:

� Sweet and sour pork.
� Chicken chow Mein.
� Wonton.
� Spring rolls.
� Vegetable dumplings.

� Tofu.
� Fried rice.



Sweet and sour pork Tofu (bean curd)



Traditional Indian foods.
� Butter chicken.

� Chicken tikka masala.
� Chickpea curry.
� Black lentils.
� Red lamb.
� Spinach and cotta cheese.



Chicken tikka masala. Butter chicken.



Traditional Australian food.
� Vegemite on toast.

� Barbequed sausages.
� Chicken with veg.
� Lamingtons.
� Meat pies.
� Pavlova.

� Australia has a lot of foods similar to England and America.



Vegemite on toast. Pavlova.



Air miles.
� Obviously, one countries traditional food cannot be any other 

countries, so because of this how does food get to other 
countries? Well its brought there in aeroplanes and vehicles.

� Now when ingredients are brought to another country, the 
distance the aeroplane travels is called “air miles” some 
people say air miles are a reason for global warming. So in 
the next slide I will be showing which country contributes 
the most air miles.



Who contributes the most air miles?
� And the answer is the united states, this being a very large 

country with a huge food industry its not really a surprise.
� The USA has a recorded 42,000 flights per day and 22mil 

passengers transported a day, so think about how much food 
is transported as well.



Countries air miles to uk.
� China-UK=4846 miles.

� India-UK=4767 miles.
� Australia-UK=9443 miles.
� Russia-UK=3501
� Austria-UK=944 miles.
� Sweden-UK=876 miles


